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One pressing challenge facing the U.S. health care system is the development of effective policies and clinical management strategies to address deficiencies in health care quality. In collaboration with researchers at the University of Washington, the Washington State Department of Labor and Industries has created a communitywide delivery system intervention to improve health outcomes and reduce disability among injured workers. This intervention is currently being tested in two sites in western and eastern Washington. So far, it appears to be possible to engage physicians and health care institutions in quality improvement initiatives and to form effective public-private partnerships for this purpose. Furthermore, collaborating with university researchers may help enhance the scientific rigor of the quality improvement initiative and create more opportunities for a successful evaluation.

THE SEARCH FOR NEW APPROACHES TO IMPROVE THE
quality of health care has become even more important in recent years with the mounting evidence of serious errors and deficiencies in the delivery of health services (Chassin and Galvin 1998; Committee on the Quality of Health Care in America 2001; Kohn et al. 1999; Schuster, McGlynn, and Brook 1998). Within the field of
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workers’ compensation, the quality of occupational health care has been a long-standing concern. Studies indicate that the outcomes of care for workers’ compensation patients are worse than the outcomes for similar procedures for patients with non-work-related conditions (Greenough and Fraser 1989; Javid 1992; Katz et al. 1998). Not only are the treatment outcomes worse for workers’ compensation than for general medical care, but the medical cost of the treatment of similar conditions is higher (Baker and Krueger 1995; Johnson, Baldwin, and Furton 1996). Furthermore, workers’ compensation faces the difficult task of preventing and managing serious and costly disabilities (Cheadle et al. 1994). Nonetheless, the workers’ compensation system has paid relatively little attention to the important issue of disability prevention.

The Institute of Medicine (IOM) report Crossing the Quality Chasm (Committee on the Quality of Health Care in America 2001) called attention to the critical need for system redesign to address health care quality problems. Many of the problems and recommended strategies that the IOM report listed apply directly to workers’ compensation health care delivery. Even though practitioners both inside and outside the workers’ compensation system face many difficulties in developing effective quality improvement interventions, they have little systematic evidence to guide them.

This article describes an innovative quality improvement project in Washington State that is designed to improve the outcomes for and reduce the disabilities of injured workers receiving care through the workers’ compensation system. This project started in April 2002 and will continue through July 2006.

Prior Workers’ Compensation Delivery System Interventions

Washington State uses a state fund system to provide workers’ compensation insurance. Such a system requires employers who do not self-insure to buy workers’ compensation insurance through the state fund, which is administered by the Department of Labor and Industries (DLI). The DLI provides workers’ compensation insurance for approximately two-thirds of the nonfederal workforce in the state, or 1.4 million workers. In fiscal year 2000, the DLI expended $472.4 million for medical care and an additional $683.3 million for temporary and permanent disability payments.
The quality improvement initiative we describe in this article builds on an earlier managed care intervention begun in 1993 by the DLI in collaboration with researchers at the University of Washington. This intervention was intended to assess the effects of providing medical treatment to injured workers through designated occupational health care networks under managed care arrangements (Wickizer et al. 1999, 2001). It changed the method of payment from fee-for-service to capitation and made important changes in the organization of care through an occupational medicine model emphasizing the coordination of care and ongoing follow-up to get the injured worker back to work in a timely manner. The model also extensively used treatment guidelines, both concurrently and retrospectively for utilization management.

A research team at the University of Washington conducted a comprehensive evaluation of the intervention. The evaluation found that the managed care intervention was associated with lower costs per claim (Cheadle et al. 1999) and greater employer satisfaction with the timing and quality of information provided by physicians (Kyes, Wickizer, and Franklin 2003), but less patient satisfaction (Kyes et al. 1999). No statistically significant differences were observed in health outcomes (Kyes et al. 1999; Kyes, Wickizer, and Franklin 2001) between the managed care group and the fee-for-service group.

In addition, the evaluation found that managed care was associated with a 45 percent reduction in disability compensation paid for lost work time (Cheadle et al. 1999). (Workers in Washington State are eligible for disability payments if they miss four or more days of work because of an injury.) Since the managed care plans were not capitated for disability payments (the DLI continued to pay workers for disabilities in the usual way), it is likely that this favorable outcome resulted from the change in how care was organized and delivered through the occupational medicine model. In turn, this conclusion suggested that the quality of health care and the prevention of disabilities could be improved by using an occupational medicine model to deliver care. However, Washington industrial insurance laws guarantee workers the freedom to choose their own attending physician, thereby precluding the use of managed care arrangements that might limit their choice in some way (the DLI obtained a temporary waiver to form the physician networks for the pilot project). The researchers at the University of Washington conducted a policy study to examine options for developing a quality improvement initiative that would preserve the fundamental right of workers
to choose their provider yet offer the important benefits of organizing care around an occupational medicine model (Wickizer et al. 1998). The recommendations of this policy study provided the foundation for the quality improvement initiative that we describe here, which is known as the Occupational Health Services (OHS) project.

This article (1) describes the quality indicators used to establish the benchmarks and quality improvement goals for the OHS project; (2) discusses the organizational entity—the center for occupational health and education (COHE)—that oversees and coordinates care and provides many of the quality improvement activities; (3) examines the major impediments to quality addressed by the OHS project and the main problems the project has encountered; (4) reports the data for one pilot site; and (5) offers some observations regarding our early experience in implementing the project.

Quality Indicators

The primary goal of the OHS project was to improve the outcomes for and reduce the disabilities of injured workers. Accordingly, it was necessary to create quality indicators that would (1) establish expectations for the delivery of care by physicians participating in the project and (2) provide information to support the development of quality improvement activities. A panel of experts met in Seattle over a six-month period beginning in May 1999. They reviewed the existing scientific and clinical literature and treatment guidelines and, based on this review, established quality indicators, including both generic occupational health performance indicators and condition-specific indicators related to three common conditions: low back sprain, carpal tunnel syndrome, and fractures.

Table 1 lists the final set of performance quality indicators that we decided on for the OHS project (more detailed information about the quality indicators can be obtained from the authors). These quality indicators were intended to enhance the timeliness of treatment (indicators 1, 5, and 6), encourage the return to work (indicators 2, 3, and 4), and promote “best practices” in occupational health care (indicators 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7). In order to promote occupational health care practice patterns consistent with the OHS’s quality improvement goals, the DLI offered financial incentives for certain quality indicators, including reimbursement for some previously unreimbursed activities, as well as higher fees
TABLE 1
Performance Quality Indicators Developed for Occupational Health Services (OHS) Project

1. **Timeliness of submitting the Report of Accident**: percentage of claims for which Report of Accident was received within two business days of the first office visit.

2. **Two-way communication with employer**: percentage of claims for which two-way communication between the provider and employer about the worker’s return to work or work modification was completed at the first visit when the worker was off or expected to be off work.

3. **Activity prescription at each evaluation**: percentage of workers for whom an activity prescription was discussed and documented in the chart at each evaluation (no more than once per week) when the worker was off or expected to be off work.

4. **Assessment for impediments to returning to work**: percentage of workers on time loss who received an assessment or referral for an assessment of impediments to return to work after four weeks of work loss.

5. **Timeliness of access to care**: percentage of workers seen within three business days of the worker’s first contact with the provider.

6. **Probability of work relatedness adequately specified on the Report of Accident**: percentage of claims for which the probability of work relatedness was adequately specified on the accident report.

7. **Continuity of care**: percentage of workers who had not returned to work who were visited by a health care provider every two weeks for the first two months and at least once every two to four weeks following the worker’s return to work.

8. **Condition-specific quality indicators**: Twelve indicators were adopted for the three OHS target conditions, two for carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS), four for low back injury, and six for fractures. The following indicators are presented as examples: (1) nerve conduction studies to corroborate the presence or absence of CTS if a time loss of more than two weeks or surgery was being considered; (2) exam screens for the presence or absence of radiculopathy for patients with low back injuries (using recognized, reliable criteria) at the first visit; (3) the need for advanced imaging (low back injuries) to be adequately justified; and (4) a fracture’s severity graded by documenting key elements at initial visit. The specific measure is the percentage of claims with specific conditions (CTS, low back injury, or extremity fracture) for which each indicator is documented in the medical record.

---

for procedures and activities that previously were reimbursed. For example, the physician’s fee for sending in the Report of Accident was increased by 50 percent, from $24 to $36, if the report was received within two business days.
OHS Pilot Sites and Centers for Occupational Health and Education

The OHS project was designed as a communitywide delivery system intervention and was tried on a pilot basis through the development of two centers for occupational health and education. One center was at a large hospital, located in the south Seattle metropolitan area, which already had an active occupational health program. This region is a competitive urban health care market with an established manufacturing and industrial business environment. The other center for occupational health and education (COHE) was located at a rehabilitation hospital in Spokane, Washington, that serves a large geographic area in eastern Washington. This region offers a more rural industrial base with a different industrial mix, oriented toward agriculture and a more geographically dispersed but less competitive health care environment. The Seattle COHE has been fully operational since July 2002. It has recruited approximately 130 providers (physicians and chiropractors) who have treated more than 12,000 injured workers. The Spokane COHE began operation in April 2003. To date, it has recruited 155 providers and treated more than 2,500 workers. In this article, we describe primarily the experience of the Seattle COHE.

Figure 1 is a schematic of the OHS-COHE organization. The COHEs are expected to recruit physicians for the pilot from the community, including primary care providers, specialists, and chiropractors. The centers conducted limited marketing activities within their target areas to recruit providers and offered free continuing medical education to providers in order to explain the program. Providers participating in the OHS project had to sign a formal letter of agreement with the DLI that stipulated the mutual roles and responsibilities of the parties (the provider, the DLI, and the COHE). Other activities performed by the COHEs were tracking the care delivered by the participating providers, sponsoring provider training in the form of continuing medical education, arranging for provider mentoring by local senior clinicians, and initiating care coordination activities to avoid delays in treatment that could lead to costly and unnecessary disabilities. This coordination took different forms and involved the participation of the worker’s attending physician, a specialist, the worker’s employer, or the DLI claims manager.

In short, as its name implies, the COHE has a central role in providing the community of workers, employers, and providers with occupational
health education, expertise, care coordination, and clinical services. The center's role is essentially that of a catalyst to improve quality within the community and as the identified entity working to resolve problems and issues that may result in (avoidable) long-term disabilities.

Other components of the OHS-COHE organization shown in Figure 1 are a local COHE advisory group consisting of business and labor representatives and the University of Washington's research team. This team is conducting a two-phase evaluation of the OHS pilot. Phase I is a process evaluation documenting the COHE's implementation and early operational experience and determining the consistency of the care provided by OHS participant physicians with the quality indicators. Phase I covers the COHE's initial 12-month operating period. In phase II, we will assess the outcomes of the intervention. Using a matched comparison group design, we will determine the effect of the intervention on medical costs, utilization, lost work time, and disability payments. The data for these measures will be gathered on OHS patients for a period of up to 18 months after treatment. We then will compare the OHS patients with the non-OHS (comparison group) patients, controlling for selected differences in provider characteristics. In addition, the evaluation will
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examine the effect of the OHS pilot on the patients’ satisfaction, recovery status, changes in wages, job status, and employment measures six months after treatment. For this purpose, we will survey approximately 500 OHS patients and 500 non-OHS patients, using an adaptation of a survey protocol used earlier to evaluate patients’ satisfaction across the state (Wickizer et al. 2004).

The OHS project represents a community-level quality improvement intervention. Its goal is to improve the quality of occupational health care across the community rather than in a single organization or treatment setting. As we point out later, this community focus poses certain challenges because it requires cross-institutional collaborations (relationships among hospital emergency departments, urgent care facilities, specialty medical groups, etc.) and the recruitment of a broad base of physicians in the community.

**Impediments to Quality Improvement in Washington’s Workers’ Compensation System and Strategies to Overcome Them**

Improving the quality of workers’ compensation health care (and general medical care) at a community level requires systematic interventions that address the major impediments to quality. Based on the analysis performed as part of the OHS research and development work, we identified those factors that we believed (1) were important impediments to quality and (2) could be modified through a communitywide delivery system intervention. Table 2 lists these impediments and the targeted activities incorporated into the OHS project to address them.

By their nature, workers’ compensation systems are somewhat regulatory and burdensome because they have evolved in part as publicly and politically negotiated liability systems, with a significant emphasis on workplace factors. The resulting clinical and administrative problems are frequently not part of the general provider training, and a failure to address them quickly when industrial injuries occur increases the risk of chronic disability (Cheadle et al. 1994). Although specifically developed within the Washington State workers’ compensation regulatory and health care environment, the impediments and strategies we identified can be applied to general health care settings as well as other workers’ compensation systems.
### TABLE 2
Quality Impediments and Target Activities Undertaken by OHS Project to Address Impediments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality Impediment</th>
<th>Target Activities Performed to Address Impediment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Infrequent use of best practices resulting in poor quality</td>
<td>• Tracking care through performance quality indicators relative to established quality benchmarks; providing mentoring, continuing medical education, and academic detailing*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ineffective disability prevention</td>
<td>• Initiating time-linked clinical management action to promote return to work; providing systematic patient reviews to assess barriers to return to work; following occupational health best practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Administrative delays</td>
<td>• Promoting timely submission of report of accident and improving provider documentation of work-relatedness to facilitate quicker claim authorization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Poor communication among providers, employers, and administrative parties</td>
<td>• Initiating case coordination within local health care system; encouraging two-way communication between provider and employer; promoting more effective use of electronic communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Inadequate reimbursement and misaligned financial incentives</td>
<td>• Using financial incentives linked to quality indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Heavy provider administrative burden</td>
<td>• Using case coordination to reduce provider’s administrative burden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lack of patient care tracking data</td>
<td>• Developing information technology to track patients, coordinate data, and provide feedback to providers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lack of evidence-based care</td>
<td>• Using quality indicators; distributing treatment guidelines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Academic detailing is a form of continuing medical education involving one-on-one training of the physician in his or her own office.

**Infrequent Use of Best Practices Resulting in Poor Quality**

Poor quality includes the provision of too little care, too much care, or the wrong care (Schuster, McGlynn, and Brook 1998), essentially because the
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best clinical, administrative, or procedural practices for given conditions or patient populations were lacking. Problems regarding quality have been widely documented for general medical care (Chassin and Galvin 1998; Committee on the Quality of Health Care in America 2001; Kohn et al. 1999; McGlynn et al. 2003; Schuster, McGlynn, and Brook 1998), but these problems in regard to workers’ compensation health care are not understood as well. What evidence is available (Greenough and Fraser 1989; Javid 1992; Katz et al. 1998; Mahmud et al. 2000) suggests that quality is a common problem in the workers’ compensation system. Examples of quality occupational health best practices include providers communicating with employers about workers’ return to work, early detection of impediments to recovery, timely access to care and diagnostic procedures, timely decisions about the value of surgical intervention, and an adequate occupational history of work relatedness to avoid delaying adjudicative decisions that may postpone necessary treatment. Because workers’ compensation, unlike general medical care, provides disability payments for lost work time, any financial consequences of poor quality that lead to delays in treatment or prolong recovery and thus a timely return to work, are significant. In workers’ compensation systems, disability payments for lost work time generally account for at least 50 percent of the total payments.

The OHS project has tried to improve the quality of care by means of several methods. The quality indicators described earlier are intended to address problems and deficiencies in the provision of occupational health care. For these indicators, quality is considered to be acceptable if an OHS participant provider meets the performance measure 80 percent of the time within a given period. The COHEs are tracking how often the OHS providers achieve the quality benchmarks and are periodically feeding back this information. The other target activities listed in Table 2 that address the problem of poor quality are providing continuing medical education, offering the mentoring of OHS participant providers by senior clinicians, and conducting academic detailing. (Academic detailing is a form of continuing medical education involving one-on-one training of the physician in his or her own office.)

Ineffective Prevention of Disabilities

Improving the prevention of disabilities is a key goal of the OHS project. Chronic disabilities from work-related conditions are devastating to
workers’ health and quality of life. Therefore, the early identification of care for clinical and biopsychosocial issues that can lead to long-term disability are critical to providers to ensure a successful outcome for the patient.

In an earlier study, we showed that injured workers with musculoskeletal injuries who had not returned to work within three to four months were unlikely ever to return to meaningful employment (Cheadle et al. 1994). A more recent analysis of workers receiving disability compensation for carpal tunnel syndrome shows a similar pattern (Daniell et al. 2000). To address the problem of long-term disability, workers’ compensation insurers and self-insured employers often rely on external case managers to perform “disability management” after a worker has missed several months of work. This form of delayed, reactive case management offers little real chance of preventing long-term disability and returning the worker to meaningful employment.

The OHS project tries to prevent disabilities through several related activities. Certain quality indicators require time-linked action, for example, ordering nerve conduction tests to determine the presence of carpal tunnel syndrome if the patient is expected to be away from work for two or more weeks. One indicator (indicator 4 in Table 1) states that workers who are away from work for four weeks should have a detailed assessment to identify barriers to the return to work. Other quality indicators promote the use of occupational best practices aimed at getting the patient back to work as soon as possible. Indicators 2 and 3 of Table 1 pertain to the need for the provider to communicate with the employer and to prescribe activities if the patient is away from or is expected to be away from work. Each of these activities is intended to prevent disabilities.

**Administrative Delays**

The authorization of a claim is often delayed because the Report of Accident has not been filed promptly by the physician or because the report lacks the necessary information for the claims manager to determine the accident’s relation to work. Such delays can also delay treatment and ultimately increase the patient’s risk of developing an extended disability. The problem of administrative delays is addressed by two quality indicators pertaining to submitting the Report of Accident and supplying the appropriate documentation regarding work relatedness (indicators 1 and 6 on Table 1).
Poor Communication among Providers, Employers, and Administrative Parties

Poor communication is a significant problem in workers’ compensation. Rarely do providers communicate with employers about workers’ return to work or job modification. Moreover, communication between providers and claims managers is often sporadic and ineffective. The OHS project addresses this problem in two ways. First, it coordinates cases through the COHE to facilitate communication among clinical and administrative parties. Each COHE has at least one full-time equivalent (FTE) case coordinator who is familiar with the local health care system and workers’ compensation administrative procedures to provide this function. Second, it establishes, through a quality indicator, specific performance goals for the provider and employer (indicator 2 in Table 1).

Inadequate Reimbursement and Misaligned Financial Incentives

The need to align financial incentives to promote quality is a central theme of the IOM report Crossing the Quality Chasm (Committee on the Quality of Health Care in America 2001), as it also is for workers’ compensation. Inadequate reimbursement and misaligned financial incentives are obstacles to the improvement of quality. The OHS project therefore links financial incentives with quality improvement objectives and increases the reimbursement to providers for specific occupational health services. For example, OHS participant physicians can receive from $14 to $42 for time spent telephoning employers or other parties to coordinate care or discuss workers’ return to work.

Heavy Provider Administrative Burden

Those providers treating workers’ compensation patients have many complaints about the onerous administrative burdens imposed by the system. These burdens can delay medical care as well as decrease the willingness of providers to treat workers’ compensation patients. The OHS project is responding to this problem by enabling the COHE to coordinate the cases for the OHS participant providers, relieving them of the administrative burdens associated with claims or clinical management.
Lack of Patient Care Tracking Data

The improvement of quality care requires the systematic collection of reliable performance data for individual providers on patient care activities. While such data are sometimes collected in integrated delivery systems, they are almost never collected in the general fee-for-service system because it lacks the necessary organizational infrastructure. The development of information technology to track patient care and to feed back patient care data to OHS participant providers routinely is an important part of the OHS project. Data-tracking systems that allow providers and their staff to determine how they are performing on quality indicators and real-time reminders for key clinical and administrative tasks are central functions of the COHE.

Lack of Evidence-Based Care

The need for better clinical and scientific evidence to help clinicians care for their patients is widely recognized (Connis et al. 2000; Lohr, Eleazer, and Mauskopf 1998). Although significant progress has been made in recent years using evidence-based care to treat certain chronic illnesses such as diabetes and asthma (Franz et al. 2003; Frijling et al. 2002; Jadad 2002), occupational medicine has lagged far behind these developments. The OHS project has tried to correct this by creating evidence-based quality indicators. In addition, as new evidence-based treatment guidelines become available, the COHE will distribute them to OHS participant providers.

Challenges to Implementing Communitywide Quality Improvement Interventions

When carrying out our communitywide quality improvement initiative, we encountered several problems, such as developing information technology to track patient care, recruiting a broad base of community physicians and other health care providers, and fashioning cross-institutional collaborative relationships in very competitive markets. Each of these problems may differ in the various practice systems, community settings, and regulatory environments.

Information technology is critical to the improvement of quality because it allows patient care activities to be tracked and measured against
explicit indicators or benchmarks. It is important that this information be fed back in real time to providers so that patients’ care can be adjusted when possible. Despite its acknowledged importance, the many practical obstacles to developing information technology for communitywide quality improvement interventions are often not recognized. Off-the-shelf patient tracking software programs are now available but may not have the flexibility to accommodate all the information needs of a particular quality improvement initiative.

The Seattle pilot site encountered significant problems and delays when creating its patient tracking system. Although the system is operating now, the time, cost, and effort required were far greater than what was anticipated at the beginning of the project. The Spokane pilot site had more success devising its patient tracking system, as it was able to draw on the technical expertise of the COHE staff and the sponsoring organization to design the system and the software. The Spokane system enables the COHE to track patients’ progress against the quality benchmarks, communicate with employers via electronic mail regarding patients’ status, and extract and aggregate data for the provider for analysis.

It is beyond the scope of this article to offer guidance regarding the many technical issues related to the development of patient-tracking systems. We therefore simply underscore the complexity of this task and the difficulty of creating such a system. Effective communication and close collaboration between the parties responsible for clinical management and the system’s design and program staff are essential.

The OHS quality improvement model assumed that a broad base of physicians within each pilot site could be recruited. Even though the project offered greater reimbursement, the coordination of cases to reduce the burden on providers, and clinical consultation, recruiting providers proved to be difficult. One obstacle was the fact that a large proportion of community physicians treat relatively few workers’ compensation patients. The DLI’s data show that in 2001, 84 percent of the attending doctors in the Seattle pilot site served 24 percent of the patients, and 6 percent of the attending doctors served 60 percent of the patients.

The practical implication of this treatment pattern to improve the quality of workers’ compensation is the need to identify the high-volume physicians who are more experienced in and perhaps more committed to caring for workers’ compensation patients. As of this writing, the Seattle pilot site has recruited approximately 130 providers (physicians
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and chiropractors), and the Spokane site has recruited 155 providers. Both sites have recruited a mix of high- and low-volume providers, as well as hospital emergency department physicians. As indicated by the data presented later, improving the quality and outcomes for low-volume providers may be especially difficult.

Another challenge arises when community-level quality improvement initiatives are established in very competitive health care markets. In such markets, the tasks of coordinating care, tracking patients across provider groups and organizations, and forging institutional relationships become more difficult. Providers and health care administrators are accustomed to short-run financial considerations and are thus more skeptical of initiatives whose benefits may not directly contribute to the organization’s profit margin, at least in the short run. There is no easy way of relieving the tension between the short-term financial considerations that arise from competitive market forces and the longer-term quality improvement goals. Health care organizations participating in quality improvement initiatives may be better able to differentiate themselves from their competitors on the basis of quality and therefore become stronger financially in the long run.

Preliminary Data from the OHS Evaluation

The following are data gathered from the process evaluation for the Seattle OHS pilot site, which began treating patients in July 2002. The Spokane site, which began operation in July 2003, lacks sufficient data for a meaningful analysis. Figure 2 presents data on selected quality indicators over time for “high-volume” providers (physicians and chiropractors who treated more than 250 workers’ compensation patients in the initial pilot year). The data shown in Figure 2 represent approximately 2,700 treated cases, and the quality indicators show different patterns. For approximately 70 percent of the cases, the physicians submitted the accident report within two business days, making little change in the submission rate over time. In contrast, the rate of completing the activity prescription reports changed substantially, increasing from 11 percent in the first quarter of tracking to 79 percent by the second quarter of 2003. The third quality indicator, the physicians’ contact with employers, changed little over time, remaining at a modest level of 40 to 50 percent. Note that the data in Figure 2 do not represent a defined,
single group of providers. Some of the variation in the quality indicators may reflect differences in the providers, who entered the high-volume group at different times.

The quality indicators for emergency room physicians as well as other community physicians (and chiropractors) who treated fewer cases during the initial pilot period also were tracked. The emergency room physicians achieved significant progress for two of the quality indicators: submission of the accident report and completion of the activity prescription report. For these two indicators, the percentage of cases reaching the goal for the indicator rose from 17 to 53 percent and 8 to 79 percent, respectively. Those community physicians and chiropractors who saw fewer patients made less progress in meeting the quality benchmarks. For example, among the moderate-volume providers, that is, the providers who treated between 50 and 250 cases during the tracking period, the rate of submission of the accident report within two business days rose only slightly, from 35 to 41 percent over the tracking period. A similar pattern was observed for this provider group for completing the activity prescription forms. The low-volume providers, those who treated fewer

**Figure 2.** Percentage of Cases Achieving Quality Indicator Benchmark among Physicians Who Treated 250 or More Workers’ Compensation Patients during the Initial Pilot Year
than 50 cases, reached fewer quality indicator benchmarks, from 20 to 30 percent, with little change over time.

It is not surprising that physicians with different numbers of workers’ compensation patients would differ in their performance with regard to the quality indicators. Those physicians who treated fewer workers’ compensation patients tended to have less interest in changing their practice behavior to conform to the quality indicators, and the financial incentives of doing so also were less important to them.

Conclusions

This article summarizes our early experience in implementing a communitywide quality improvement intervention in Washington State for workers’ compensation patients. Guided by a set of quality (performance) indicators, the OHS initiative addresses the principal problems of delivering workers’ compensation health care with the aim of improving outcomes and reducing disabilities. An important underlying assumption of the OHS project is that the occupational health care provided in the first month or two of a claim is critical to preventing disabilities. This assumption is consistent with the findings of a randomized clinical trial of back pain management, which showed that early occupational intervention with back pain patients who had been absent from work for four weeks was significantly more effective than the usual clinical care in returning patients to regular work (Loisel et al. 1994, 1997).

Workers’ compensation quality improvement interventions aimed at reducing workers’ disabilities must address three issues: the targeting of the intervention, its timing, and the appropriate expertise to use. It clearly is not efficient to target all patients for disability prevention. Rather, the strategy should be to identify those most at risk for a long-term disability (Turner, Franklin, and Turk 2000). In addition, we know little about population-level risk factors (e.g., older age). Early intervention to prevent disabilities is important as well. Our earlier managed care pilot (Wickizer et al. 2001) and other studies (Loisel et al. 1994, 1997) suggest the importance of having providers with formal training in occupational medicine deliver the care. The cases should be coordinated by persons familiar with workers’ compensation and the local health care delivery system. An effective way of identifying and intervening in cases at risk for a prolonged disability is essential.
Is quality improvement in workers’ compensation justified economically? Although recent data have cast doubt on whether there is a “business case for quality” in general medical care (Leatherman et al. 2003), workers’ compensation may be an exception. There may be a business case for quality in workers’ compensation if costly, unnecessary disabilities can be prevented (Cheadle et al. 1999; Wickizer et al. 2001). A recent study we conducted showed that injured workers reporting less favorable treatment were 3.5 times as likely ($p = .02$) to be out of work and receiving compensation for lost work time as were workers reporting more favorable treatment (Wickizer et al. 2004). Furthermore, the study’s findings cited several areas critical to improving quality, including care coordination, provider expertise (both technical and interpersonal), and patient access (Wickizer et al. 2004).

Beyond these considerations, we would offer several other observations concerning our early experience in implementing the OHS quality improvement project. First, it is possible to construct a network of community providers outside the framework of a preferred provider organization or health maintenance organization to voluntarily improve health care quality. We see no reason why our basic model could not apply to other conditions or diseases beside occupational injuries. The OHS project attempts to manage care processes in order to improve outcomes, without restricting patients’ choices or limiting utilization to control costs. Second, recruiting providers does not require strong financial incentives. Both OHS pilot sites were able to recruit more than 130 community providers (physicians and chiropractors) while offering only modest financial incentives. The Spokane pilot plans to recruit additional physicians and expand the pilot to neighboring rural counties. Thus our experience suggests that it is possible to engage physicians voluntarily to improve the quality of care if they see the practical value of such efforts in providing better-quality patient care and if these efforts do not impose additional administrative burdens. Third, it is possible to engage the leadership of major health care institutions in community-wide quality improvement initiatives without the promise of immediate rewards or payback for the institution. The executive management leaders at our two sponsoring pilot institutions recognized the value and potential importance of the project for improving workers’ compensation health care beyond the boundaries of their respective institutions. Fourth, the OHS project demonstrates that public-private partnerships can be successful. Of importance here is the willingness and ability of
the DLI administrative staff to attract stakeholder groups and private organizations (physician groups and business and labor organizations) to support demonstrations and pilot studies (Wickizer et al. 2001). Finally, we would emphasize the important benefits that result from collaborating with a university. The close collaboration between the DLI and the University of Washington has benefited the OHS project by enhancing the scientific rigor of the intervention and maximizing the opportunity to conduct an evaluation that will better explain how to improve the quality of care in the workers’ compensation system.
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